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Kauaʻi General Plan Update
Community Advisory Committee
Meeting Summary
February 29, 2016
4444 Rice Street, Līhu‘e
Moikeha Building 2A/2B, Planning Commission Room

MEETING PURPOSE:

To convene the 10th meeting of the Community Advisory Committee for the Kaua‘i General Plan (GP) Update
project. The topic of the meeting was Tourism.

CAC MEMBERS PRESENT:
Bev Brody
Helen Cox
Luke Evslin
Laurie Ho
Brenda Jose
Sue Kanoho

Mark Oyama
Gary Pacheco
Carl Imparato (proxy for Barbara Robeson)
Tom Shigemoto
Stacy Sproat-Beck

PROJECT TEAM REPRESENTATIVES:
County of Kaua‘i: Marie Williams, Ruby Pap, Marisa Valenciano, George Costa (OED), Nalani Brun (OED)
SSFM International: Cheryl Soon, Katia Balassiano, Melissa White
PUBLIC ATTENDEES:
Diana Butler, Marj Dente, Jessica Else, Tom & Elsie Godbey, Michael Morgan, Ken Taylor, Rayne
Regush, Denise Wardlow, Dan Yasui, JoAnn Yukimura, Diane Zachary
ADVANCE READING:
CAC members were referred to the following resources as advance reading (all are available at
www.plankauai.com):
• Kaua‘i Tourism Strategic Plan (2015)
• Tourism Issues and Opportunities Matrix
• Tourism Policy Questions
• 2000 General Plan Sections 4.2 (Visitor Industry); 4.7 (Airports); 4.8 (Commercial Harbors)
• Tourism section of GP Issues and Opportunities Paper (2015)
HANDOUTS:
The CAC members were given the following materials for inclusion in their binders:
• Summary of CAC Meeting 9
• Meeting agenda
• Meeting presentation
• Tourism Policy Issues and Opportunities
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• Tourism Policy Discussion Questions
All of these materials are publicly available for download at www.plankauai.com
MEETING SUMMARY:
Marie Williams of Kaua‘i County welcomed the group and introduced Melissa White of SSFM
International. The agenda included:
1. Welcome & Objectives of Today’s Meeting (Melissa White, SSFM International)
2. Tourism in the General Plan (Ka‘aina Hull and Marie Williams, County of Kaua‘i)
- CAC Discussion
3. Tourism Strategic Plan Update (Diane Zachary, Kaua‘i Planning & Action Alliance)
- CAC Discussion
4. Snapshot of Tourism on Kaua‘i Today (Sue Kanoho, Kaua‘i Visitors Bureau)
- CAC Discussion
5. GP Policy Issues, Opportunities, and Scenarios (facilitated by Melissa White, SSFM
International)
- CAC Discussion
6. Public Comment Period, 15 minutes
The presentation content is available for viewing and download at www.plankauai.com/events under
CAC Meeting 10. The remainder of this summary focuses on input received through verbal and written
comments.
RECORDED COMMENTS:
Tourism in the General Plan / Tourism Strategic Plan Update / Snapshot of Tourism on Kauai
The following comments were recorded during the CAC discussion portions of the meeting that
followed the first three presentations.
• 1984 GP update ordinance states that certain developments will not be approved without
infrastructure in place, and must consider pace and type of growth.
• We have reached the carrying capacity of our infrastructure. Maybe some people aren’t
counted, such as homeless, transients, second homes. If tourists come in off season there
would be less impact than if more are added to peak times.
• The more tourists we have, the more that will decide to stay and become residents.
• Tourism is a polarizing topic. Watch out what we ask for – we used to train students so they
could enter the tourism industry. What would replace that?
• How much tourism is appropriate? Voters voted for limits, and plan should specify limits. Plan
accommodates growth, but no plans for limiting growth.
• Tourists aren’t the problem. Tourists pay taxes. The problem is that the funds aren’t going to
maintaining and improving infrastructure.
• The Tourism Strategic Plan is a 3 year plan. Longer term improvements are not included.
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Tourism Policy Issues and Opportunities
The following comments were recorded during the CAC discussion on the Tourism Policy Issues and
Opportunities matrix that was distributed as a handout.
• Question number 6 about enforcing VDAs is a big question. An alternative not listed is to
reduce the size of existing VDAs.
• Visitor numbers in forecasts and the buildout analysis are inconsistent. The methodology for
allocation of visitor units in the buildout analysis doesn’t make sense.
• Did opportunities in the 2000 General Plan materialize? 89% of tourists still rent cars. This year
was the first time we talked about shuttles. This shows that behaviors are slow to change.
• The Tourism Plan focuses on transportation, but this is not sufficient to frame the issue. We
should be talking about the character of the island.
• Can we limit tourists? How? Disincentives, limiting of visitor units, making it harder to rent
cars, aim towards negative growth in visitors over time instead of positive growth.
• What about the impact on jobs?
• Jobs isn’t the only indicator of island’s health. Need to diversify.
• Tourism is one component of the economic engine. To manage growth, we need the right mix
of industry. Tourism will remain #1, but have to plan for it and manage infrastructure.
• The GP should acknowledge the need to slow growth. Beaches are overcroweded and the
island is out of balance. Should consider disincentives for tourism.
• Kīlauea Sugar would have been a ghost town if tourism didn’t fill in the gap when sugar left. We
have to give the tourism industry credit for that.
• Encourage graduates to further education and pursue jobs outside of tourism.
• The Issues and Opportunities Paper (p. 33) mentions airport improvements. We should not
encourage airport improvements that result in expansion of capacity. Only those related to
safety.
• With regard to creating “superparks”, we shouldn’t be changing the nature of our parks just to
accommodate tourists.
• We face a fundamental tradeoff in how we choose to incentivize or discourage tourism. Either
way impacts the economics of the community.
• Visitors should get a one week bus pass.
• The traffic in and out of our airport means that we will never be able to significantly lower our
carbon emissions.
• Encouraging traffic in shoulder months as opposed to peak months can help to balance the
visitor load, however that is not the core issue.
• Working in the service industry is not easy, but it pays the bills.
• Can we live with a smaller tourism industry? What do we replace it with that is viable? Ag, high
tech? What else can create the ripple effect that tourism does? Currently there’s no option.
• Current total number of visitors shouldn’t increase unless infrastructure can support it.
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Tourism Policy Discussion Questions
This section describes CAC comments that were recorded in response to the Tourism Policy Discussion
Questions that were distributed as a handout. The policy discussion questions are reproduced below,
followed by CAC comments.
Policy Discussion Questions:
1. Even though we are projecting slow growth in AVDC over the next 20 years, there are up to
3,000 entitled future resort units that may come online. Is Kaua'i ready for a large increase in
the supply of visitor units? What are the impacts we must prepare for?
2. For this island, what is the best mix of resort, hotel, time share, TVRs, and home stays to
support the visitor industry? How does this conflict with what’s in the pipeline?
3. The majority of entitled projects are located in Po'ipū, although Līhu'e (Kaua'i Lagoons),
Wailua and Princeville have substantial entitlements or zoning already. Are these still the
right places to focus resort development and facilities?
4. Since 2008, Council has passed a series of zoning amendments that restrict transient vacation
and homestay uses outside the VDA. Do you support this policy? Are there places outside the
VDA that resort uses should be allowed?
5. Examples of innovations and investments that could increase the resilience of the tourism
industry and set Kaua‘i apart are listed below. Of these, which do you think are “must haves”
versus the “nice to haves”? Anything to add?
 Set islandwide priorities for infrastructure improvements that support both tourist areas
and residents’ needs. Create a process and consider adopting general criteria that
Community Plans can follow.
 Embrace the shared economy: providing solutions for visitors from transportation to
accommodations that foster choice, and direct visitors to a more hyper-local experience.
 Transportation alternatives for visitors that minimize impacts on popular destinations and
ameliorate congestion (i.e, shuttles, ride share, improved bus service).
 Strengthen bridges between residents and visitors through providing visitor content that
facilitates authentic, multi-cultural experiences and exchanges.
 Support convergences between tourism and other promising economic growth sectors,
such as agriculture and the maker economy, to bolster economic resilience. Explore “Ag
Tourism” as a new opportunity.
6. What should be the policy direction for tourism on Kaua‘i over the next 20 years? Consider
two possible scenarios below and discuss what best reflects the vision and needs of Kaua‘i’s
people.
CAC Comments on Policy Questions:
• Add a condition to development permits that after 10 years they have to revisit or reapply. This
would be for projects that have not yet been entitled.
• What do we do with grandfathered approvals?
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Not fair for new developers. Did the old proposals on the books include affordable housing? A:
Probably, through exactions.
What data is used to evaluate impacts? Are previous exactions equivalent to current housing
requirements?
Question 5, Scenario 1 is not a growth limiting approach; it accommodates tourism. Growth
limiting would mean no re-zoning for tourism, no extensions on permits, no new approvals, and
caps on rental cars.
Scenario 1 doesn’t change anything.
How would property taxes be impacted after paying 50 years of resort taxes and then not being
able to develop a resort?
We can limit the rate of development without the threat of suit.
One large landowner expressed that they want new resort zoning,
Even if we leave resort zoning as it currently is, it doesn’t change anything.
I like disincentives for tourism, not just status quo.
Let’s not put all of our eggs in one basket.
SMS says the population is growing in part because of the tourism industry.
SMS also says the average length of stay is increasing, so we are at peak visitor “days”
Issues are residents and tourism – need to take a step back and improve the quality of life for
residents.
Hotels are not going to slow growth – their culture is not geared toward that.
CAC should focus on larger policy issues and let lawmakers decide the details of how to limit
permits and development.
Discourage the increase of tourism until the industry finds a way to decrease the negative
impacts to the environment. That kind of policy could result in exclusivity, and higher costs for
tourists.
If exclusivity does not impact residents then its ok – but is this sustainable?
What’s the impact on culture and access if we limit tourism?

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
K.T. (distributed handouts, appended)
The problem of growth and tourism goes back to 1973 when new roads were recommended. We got
the development, but no roads.
Those developments that are not yet approved should not be approved until the necessary
infrastructure is constructed. Sprawl is killing us. Do not open new areas for more visitor growth.
Response to policy discussion question #3: yes.
Visitor growth should not occur outside of existing VDAs. Response to policy discussion #4: yes.
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Response to policy discussion question #5: The list provides examples of innovation. Infrastructure is
important, concentrate on that. Bullet #3 doesn’t go far enough. The hotels know when guests are
arriving. Hotels should be required to pick guests up at the airport, and then provide them with bus
passes. Let’s ban rental cars, then we’ll become a unique destination. Use shuttles and trollies to get
people around the island and turn their use into the experience itself.
M.D.
Residents should be given more time to participate in these CAC meetings.
Recommended that the article about hemp in the Mid-Week newspaper be read. Allowing for more
hemp growth could be an alternative to growing the tourism industry. Kaua‘i should not allow Maui to
corner the hemp market. Hemp production could generate jobs.
Unless the State and federal government change their attitude and history of the illegal occupation of
Hawai‘i, local hostility to tourists will increase and tourists will continue to suffer.
New residents will demand more and higher quality services. This is something Kaua‘i cannot afford to
provide.
All issues are interrelated.
Education is needed to improve safety. How do we keep visitors from drowning?
J.Y.
Visitor Destination Area maps are not accurate. The Kauai Beach Resort is not shown. Ironically, the
area was missed because, in fact, it is not a visitor designation. The VDA designation should be
removed. Remove also the resort designation from this area. Don’t create a foundation that will
create more entitlements.
Existing tourist destinations require convenient and affordable transit. Transit helps address climate
change. Housing should be close to jobs and benefit from multi-modal opportunities.
We need to find a way to stop expansion of homestays and Air BnB.
Jobs in the tourism industry can transition to where there is a need. For example, to benefit the aging
population or homeland security.
D.Z.
The scenario that the CAC is grudgingly moving toward is one that the Tourism Committee could
support. Tourism can be both slowed and aligned with existing infrastructure. Economic
diversification is necessary. We need jobs for young people. Can’t slow tourism without creating other
job opportunities.
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WRITTEN COMMENTS:
Copies of written comments and handouts provided by attendees are appended to this Summary.
NEXT ACTIVITIES:
Save the Date: CAC Health in Comprehensive Plans Workshop
(CAC Members Only, sponsored by Get Fit Kaua‘i)
March 31, 2016, 8-11 am at the Courtyard Marriott in Kapa‘a
CAC Meeting #11
Topic: Agriculture
Date/Time: April 19, 2:30-5:00 pm
Venue: Moikeha Building Room 2A & 2B, Planning Commission Room

Prepared by: Melissa White, SSFM International

Handouts Distributed by K.T. at 2/29/16 CAC Meeting

